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Important Notice

This white paper does not constitute or form part of any offer, invitation, or solicitation of any

investment and does not pertain in any way to an offering, invitation, or purchase of securities in

any jurisdiction. This White paper has not been or will be submitted to, registered with, reviewed

or verified by any regulatory authority in any jurisdiction.

The Token Sale is subject to the terms and conditions including but not limited to the disclaimers

made and the risks disclosed in the white paper, in particular Annex 1. A Participant of this Token

Sale or purchaser of any Limestone Coin (LIMEX) pursuant to this Token Sale shall be deemed to

have agreed to and accepted all the terms and conditions of this Token Sale set out in this white

paper.

Official LIMEX Address is: 0x400b1d8a7dd8C471026B2c8CBe1062b27d120538

Etherscan: https://etherscan.io/token/0x400b1d8a7dd8C471026B2c8CBe1062b27d120538

If you have any question or doubt on anything contained or unaddressed in the White paper,

please communicate with Limestone Technology at your convenience. You should refrain from

supporting this Token Sale or purchasing any LIMEX until you are satisfied with the answers

provided.

Please note that we have not sought the consent of the third parties referred to in this White

paper on the information relating to each of them. These third parties have not verified the

accuracy of such information in the White paper and are thereby not responsible for the accuracy

of the information. Supporting the Token Sale is voluntary.

No person will be deemed as committed or obliged to support the Token Sale as a result of

visiting www.limestone.network, registering himself/ herself with www.limestone.network,

requesting or reading any materials (including the White paper) made available by Limestone

Network or communicating with Limestone Network in any manner.

Each person shall only support the Token Sale (a “Participant”) through direct participation with

Limestone Network, subject to such person’s satisfaction of Limestone Network’s

“know-your-customer” and “anti- money-laundering” exercises. The following shall not

participate in the Token Sale (the following, being “Restricted Participant”):

i. a person (citizen or resident, tax or otherwise); and

ii. any company or association or body of persons, corporate or unincorporated, of the

following jurisdictions:

a. United States of America;

b. such other jurisdictions whereby the purchase of LIMEX Token or similar digital

token/cryptocurrency may be prohibited, or the Token Sale is deemed to be

non-compliant with applicable laws and regulations.
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THE NAME, LIMESTONE

This is Ancient Egyptian architecture and is the architecture of one of the most influential

civilizations throughout history. Due to the scarcity of wood, the predominant building materials

used in ancient Egypt were sun baked mud brick and stone, mainly limestone.

Limestone Network is a blockchain infrastructure for modern cities. We called cities powered by

Limestone Network, smart cities.
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WHY WE DO THIS

1. SMART CITY

We believe that to build a smart and efficient city, the city first needs to be understood. It starts by

having a digital ecosystem that allows real time analysis of living and moving data.

Where the micro touch points from daily activities such as spending habits, movements, energy

consumption are translated into digital fingerprints and mapped on the Limestone blockchain

network.

The end result is a greener, smarter city with enhanced security and an urban civilization that

promotes financial inclusion through the development of digital persona of the residents ,

automotive and data movements.

2. BLOCKCHAIN

“A blockchain is a decentralized, distributed and public digital ledger that is used to record

transactions across many computers so that the record cannot be altered retroactively without

the alteration of all subsequent blocks and the collusion of the network.”

“The technology behind bitcoin lets people who do not know or trust each other build a

dependable ledger. This has implications far beyond the cryptocurrency.”

This paper describes the concept of the Limestone Network, a blockchain technology application

to a city development that creates an ecosystem that enables a secure and decentralized smart

city environment. This smart city development ecology is distinctively characterized by the

extensive application of the blockchain technology. Relying on large amounts of data and other

digital technologies, Limestone Network aims to achieve a multi-faceted transformation of the

urban ecosystem with intelligence and efficiency.

Today, smart cities are the trend of global urbanization. Rapid growth of the Internet and big data,

together with advancement of artificial intelligence and urban intelligence, these technologies

have been leading the infrastructure developments of future cities. Many countries have invested

a large amount of money in constructing their own cities to promote urban construction in both

scientific and technological dimensions. Current smart cities have achieved many positive results

but are still far from being perfect.

Limestone Network intends to assemble the resident’s daily touch points such as their

movements within the cities, access to facilities, payments and their exchange of information to

form the digital persona of themselves.

With the characteristics of blockchain technology, the individual resident is empowered with the

ownership of their own data. The individual resident will now be able to grant access of their

information to the peers or businesses that are partners of the Limestone Network and be

incentivised in return.
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It also promotes efficiencies with the concept of data portability where signing up of another

telco or opening of a new bank account will be made more efficiently with the resident granting

the business partners of Limestone Network his/her information seamlessly, reducing the

traditional process of 30 minutes to 5 minutes experience.

ABOUT LIMESTONE TECHNOLOGY

AN EXPERIENCED FOUNDING TEAM

As ardent technologist, the founders created Limestone Network with the vision to transform the

long-established real estate industry with smart digital capabilities.

This is achieved by integrating blockchain technology to the physical real estate assets. Thus

forming a digital network that connects urban cities into the daily lives of the residents that

exchanged information seamlessly in the background to bring convenience, efficiency and

enhanced security to their day to day business and life.

TECHNOLOGY PARTNER, EDDIE LEE

Eddie started his technology solutions company in 1998 and exited the business after a successful

acquisition in 2014. During this short span of sixteen years, he was nominated as the most

inspiring entrepreneur by the Spirit of Enterprise Singapore and awarded the 2012 Promising

SME 500 Award by the Small Medium Business Association Singapore.

Eddie is also the Group CEO and co-founder of SeedIn Holding. SeedIn has grown to be

Singapore’s leading crowdlending platform. SeedIn is licensed by the Monetary Authority of

Singapore (MAS) and holds a full Capital Market Service License (CMSL). Across Asia Pacific,

SeedIn has funded over USD 2 billion to businesses.

In 2011, the Straits Times, Singapore’s national newspaper, ran a special report on Eddie for his

inspirational rags-to-riches story on how he overcame his social plight in order to build his

business to greater heights. He was credited for his perseverance in growing his company

revenue seven-fold in seven years with only a small team of eighteen employees.

Being at the forefront of the Fintech scene, Eddie is often invited to speak at eminent Business

Forums and Fintech events across Asia. As an entrepreneur who built his fortune from scratch, he

makes time for Singapore’s top education institutes (including but not limited to the National

University of Singapore, Temasek Polytechnic, Ngee Ann Polytechnic, Singapore Polytechnic and

Institute of Technical Education to support their educational and mentoring curriculum. Eddie

also assists the University of Cambridge’s Centre for Alternative Finance with several research

papers on the said topic.

Eddie is currently serving as the Vice President of the Singapore Fintech Association and the

Advisor to the Cambodia Association of Fintech Technology.
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SMART CITY PARTNER, JEREMIAH LEE

The advancement of technology will play a key role in the disruption of the real estate industry.

As an early believer of technology, Jeremiah seeks to include the state of technology into all of his

real estate projects to ensure readiness and adoption of the digital age.

Jeremiah wears many hats in the corporate arena. In addition to being the founder of My Square

Metre Pte Ltd, he is also the Managing Director of Kingsland Global Limited and Executive

Director (Overseas) in Kingsland Development Pte Ltd. In all these positions, Jeremiah plays a

leadership role and hands-on role ranging from land acquisition, branding position to project

execution and management.

Some of his successful and completed projects include:

● Kingsland Tier 3 Data Centre in the western data centre hub, Singapore

● A pair of Semi-Detached Houses in Serangoon Garden, Singapore

● A Semi-Detached House in Lengkong Enam, Singapore

● An Industrial Park (King’s Park) in the state of Johore Bahru, Malaysia

● An 88 rooms Boutique Hotel (Lumiere Hotel) in the heart of Phnom Penh, Cambodia

● A 10,000 sqm Factory (ARUNA Water) along Tiger Beer Road, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

● A 168 rooms Serviced Apartment (Lumiere Residence), in the prime of Phnom Penh,

Cambodia

Jeremiah has aggressively expanded his real estate portfolio and some of his work in progress

projects include:

● Mixed Development comprising of 1 Tower of Business Hotel, and 2 Towers of Office,

convention centre and retail podium in the new city centre of Phnom Penh, Cambodia

● Tier 3 Data Centre in the heart of Phnom Penh, Cambodia

● A 40,000 sqm logistic Hub in the special economic area in Kandel Province, Cambodia

● A 30,000 sqm land near the famous Angkor Wat, Siam Reap, Cambodia

● Mixed Development comprising of a Hotel &amp; Service Apartment in Batu Pahat

Johore, Malaysia

● Smart City Prototype Master Planning in the city centre of Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Jeremiah is currently serving as the Vice President for Cambodia PPCC Smart City Committee and

council member of Cambodia Association of Fintech Technology, .
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EXCLUSIVE PARTNERSHIP WITH REAL ESTATE

DEVELOPERS

Limestone Technology is positioned for a growth trajectory due to the fact that the co-founders

are seasoned entrepreneurs with existing businesses that are poised to value-add and give

Limestone Technology a head start in her digital product rollout with the exclusive partnership

across South East Asia and mandatory use cases.

OPPORTUNITIES IN SMART CITY DEVELOPMENT

1. MARKET ANALYSIS

Rapid development of information technology has led to the transformation and upgrading of

smart cities, creating new markets and development opportunities for urban construction.

Being a new type of smart real estate, the real estate industry itself not only inherited the

traditional features, but also has the characteristics of the technology industry. The development

of the Blockchain technology has injected new scientific and technological elements into the

development of smart cities and has offered a new interpretation to smart city construction

Commonly known as smart real estate, it has the traditional features of real estate and the

characteristics of the technology industry. The development of the blockchain technology has

provided new scientific and technological elements into the development of smart cities and

offers new interpretations for smart city construction.

2. GLOBAL SMART CITY INDUSTRY MARKET ANALYSIS

As estimated by the market research institute – International Data Corporation (IDC), the global

spending on smart city related technologies will reach US$80 billion by end of 2019. The value

will continue to grow along with the related construction. It is estimated that by 2021, the

expenditure on related technology development for the global smart cities will increase to

US$135 billion.

IDC thinks that cities of any scale will follow the trend of digitization in the future. However, the

key investment projects in different regions will differ. In terms of the regional markets, in 2019,

the United States will still be the largest market for smart cities, with annual spending expected

to reach US$22 billion, followed by China with US$$21 billion.

IDC predicts that the growth curves of the United States and China will be fairly similar in the

next five years, and the compound annual growth rate (CAGR) is expected to be 19% and 19.3%

respectively. On the other hand, the compound annual growth rate in Latin America will reach

28.7%, while that of Canada will reach 22.5%, making them the two fastest growing regions.
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ANALYSIS OF CAMBODIA - OUR BLOCKCHAIN

PILOT PROGRAM

Cambodia boasts a fast-developing economy and great market development potential

Over the past two decades, the economy of Cambodia has been expanding rapidly, making it one

of the fastest growing economies, unmatched by any post-conflict society. Cambodia has also

maintained a healthy economic growth of over 7% year on year for the past 15 years, ranking the

sixth fastest in the world and exhibiting significant economic growth advantages at home and

abroad. Located in the strategic center of ASEAN.

Cambodia serves as a gateway to some of the world’s important market. In 1999, Cambodia

joined ASEAN and became its tenth member. Foreign direct investments in the Cambodian market

can easily radiate through the entire ASEAN market.

Current city developments in Cambodia display characteristics of rapidly developing countries.

They are larger in scale, shorter in development time and contain infrastructure of global

standards. These cities are also able to accommodate more of its population.

In recent years, the scale of Cambodian real estate developments has been expanding rapidly. The

open policy of the authorities and the supportive legal system have attracted significant foreign

direct investment and various large-scale real estate development projects have also been

completed. These foreign direct investments will continue to accelerate the real estate sector and

economy of Cambodia.
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YOUNG AND TECH SAVVY CAMBODIA

POPULATION

Cambodia’s total population is estimated to be at 15.6 million and she is home to the largest

youth and adolescent population in the South East Asia region, with more than 60% of their

people under the age of 30. This demographic bonus period has brought about huge market

growth and demands in many local industries

Wide availability of smart devices coupled with good internet connectivity are the contributing

factors to the changing consumer behaviour in Cambodia. Smartphone adoption rate is also

increasing across all age groups. Studies have shown that the young population is caching up

huge consumption demands for the years to come and they will shape the market into a

modernized developing nation.

In general, we can say that younger and better educated people who have better jobs will use the

internet for more diverse purposes. In the case of mobile phones, younger people are more likely

to use them for different purposes.

CHALLENGES IN SMART CITY DEVELOPMENT

1. LACK OF TRUST AND SECURITY

In the traditional technology industry, the real estate developer is not experienced or trusted to

build secure applications that promote the use of IT/mobile applications in their developments.

Such applications will store and transmit highly sensitive personal and corporate information and

difficulties faced in ensuring the confidentiality and security of such data has become a stumbling

block to improve the speed of industry implementation.
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On the other hand, existing solutions are closed-ended and do not allow integrations that could

reinforce smart city benefits, making it difficult to realize internal information sharing and

ecosystem construction. This greatly undermines information liquidity and lowers the efficiency

of industrial cooperation and connectivity.

Centralized processing and collection of data grants another party the right to control

information and affect privacy implicitly. Users may find it hard to see the value in the trade-off.

Therefore, the concept of improving quality of life with Smart City deployment is hard to achieve.

3. LACK OF PARTNERSHIP

Urban services provided in traditional developments seem limited in effectiveness whether in

form or content. As a real estate developer or property management service provider, the types of

services provided are highly limited especially when it is not the core business model and

non-revenue generating. The consumer(s) therefore would not use such services due to its very

limited value-add.

Even if a Smart City development plan takes place prior to construction, the planning

considerations by the real estate developer or government would be multi-faceted. Some of their

views are best for society but may not be effective for Smart City concepts, ecosystems and

services.

4. LACK OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

The traditional method of construction planning and concept proposal does not include a design

phase for the soft services to be made available to inhabitants of a city. Any proposed use is

usually an afterthought or outsourcing to a vendor which may or may not be in compatibility with

the building or city itself.

Inhabitants of such Smart Cities usually play the roles of consumers, businesses, building users,

tourists, data users and data owners. These end users are usually not part of the construction

planning or concept proposal stages, it is not a surprise that a Smart City offering usually is not

supported in reality or that the function is either limited or short-lived.

5. FINANCIAL EXCLUSION

Does the smart city of high tech, cutting edge and futuristic planning be of any interest to them

and how does smart city include them?

98.5% of Cambodians do not have access to credit cards. 78% of Cambodians do not have a bank

account .1

In other words, it would not be possible for them to obtain study loans for their children or

purchasing a home would mean an upfront one time payment.

1 Source: https://microdata.worldbank.org
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Financial inclusion is important because it allows the individual to absorb financial shock better,

be more enterprising and allow the business owners to expand their businesses.

Despite the high tech and futuristic smart city, it is only complete when the smart city has the

design thought out for everyone, including those at the base of the pyramid.

OUR PROPOSED SOLUTION

Through the expertise of the management team and network in the industry, Limestone aims to

build an inclusive smart city ecosystem for real estate developments and infrastructure across

South East Asia. This will be accomplished through the development of a blockchain

infrastructure - Limestone Network.

LIMESTONE NETWORK

Our team envisioned Limestone Network to be the final solution that resolves existing challenges

faced by governments, real estate developers and estate management service providers. When

Limestone Network is implemented into a real estate project or existing infrastructure, we allow

the facilities management to be taken to a higher level. Businesses, retail shops, building facilities,

consumers, tourists and more would be able to interact with each other in an even deeper level in

order to provide a meaningful Smart City experience.

Through Limestone Network, businesses and service providers will be able to access more

opportunities with would-be clients, gain new revenue channels and have a higher understanding

of their client profile and behaviour. Limestone Network, would be able to garner insightful data

that could help city planners, banks, real estate developers and businesses build better business

with their customers.

Limestone Network will be built with the use of blockchain technology to ensure transaction

efficiency and immutability. With the blockchain method of cryptography and the characteristics

of distributed ledger technology, Limestone Network aims to resolve the security and trust issues

that would lie between all the participants in smart city development like (a) government, (b)

real estate developer, (c) facilities management service provider, (d) financial institutes (e)

consumers, (f) data providers and (g) data consumers.

Limestone Network is designed to handle both the LIMEX tokens and an in-house virtual

currency known as the FABRIC tokens. These 2 tokens shall form a relationship between the

users of the Smart City ecosystem. Consumers on the Limestone Network platform shall use

FABRIC as the primary transacting virtual currency, LIMEX can be purchased publicly via digital

assets exchanges that Limestone Network partners with.

Limestone Network is connected to multiple FABRIC Networks. In doing so, the Limestone

Network and the FABRIC Networks create a hub-and-spoke ecosystem designed to provide a
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low-cost financial exchange infrastructure. Such an infrastructure will provide liquidity to the

local unbanked population via an international network of financial providers.

High Level Design of Limestone Network

HOW IT WORKS

1. DIGITAL IDENTITY

Residents who work or reside in the city are required to register themselves with the Limestone

Smart City mobile app by submitting their National ID or Passport. Their identities will be

screened against global databases to verify if they are desirable citizens or if they are labelled

under the sanction or terrorist list. The verification is done automatically through an API and

then added to the private blockchain network of Limestone.

2. HANDLING OF DATA PRIVACY ON LIMESTONE NETWORK

When the residents upload their personal information onto the blockchain network (Limestone)

through the smart city app, modification or granting access to retrieve the data can only be

permitted by the owner (resident) who are required to provide the private key to write / decrypt

on the Limestone network.

Modified information are then encrypted and stored privately. Writing or editing new information

are through the generation of Hash ID of the data into the blockchain network, taking advantage

of the data immutability via the network consensus.

HashID helps to track if the data was modified and any changes will generate a different HashID.

Should any of the recorded information be found as mismatch, the blocks will be considered as

tampered and will be now considered no longer chained to each other. As blockchain should be

immutable, the network rejects this change by shifting back to their previous record of the

blockchain where all the blocks are still chained together.

Information that are not so sensitive will be encrypted and stored on the public blockchain for

increased data availability throughout all the network nodes.
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As a permissioned based network, Limestone network’ Smart Contracts will be deployed to the

Blockchain to let residents to manage consents for their data for use cases like proof-of-age, proof

of identity, etc. Merchants and companies will be able to verify a person’s age bracket or identity

through this system by tapping to the customer verified data via secret smart contracts.

Example of Resident Granting Personal Data to 3rd Party on Limestone Network

3. DIGITAL WALLET

Limestone digital wallet will automatically be available to residents who have registered

themselves over the digital passport. Residents will be able to make payment within the city’s

ecosystem and to service providers such as restaurants, entertainment, shopping malls, retail

outlets as well as peer-to- peer currency transfer.

4. DIGITAL PERSONA

With the digital identity of the residents, information of their movements within the city and the

payment history, Limestone Network will be able to assemble the residents’ daily touch points

(permission-based) into a digital persona. One of the outcome from the digital persona would be

to elevate their credit score allowing the residents who work in the smart city more bankable,

promoting financial inclusion.

5. APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE (API) PRODUCTION

Limestone will invite third party developers and service providers to develop their own

distributed applications on top of Limestone Network architecture so as to create a

three-dimensional ecosystem to transfer blockchain contents and knowledge through an open

API.

6. INTEROPERABILITY
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With both physical and digital infrastructure to welcome third party blockchain solutions,

Limestone Network will partner with good blockchain projects by providing interoperability via

an exchange to facilitate partners who are bringing in their different digital assets to be used as

one for the Smart City.

7. BETTER URBAN PLANNING WITH DATA

Based on the digital flow of data in the city, Limestone will be able to provide an overview of the

city’s heartbeat for the developer or the city’s mayor, forecasting power consumption when the

season shifts.

LIMEX AND FABRIC TOKEN

FABRIC is the primary transacting virtual currency on the Limestone Network platform. FABRIC

shall act as a proprietary closed loop currency and has no value outside of the Limestone

Network platform. The FABRIC tokens shall be primarily used by Consumer roles of the platform.

The Consumer role is loosely defined as a person or business who wishes to pay for goods or

services rendered while in the city.

Holders of the LIMEX token can also exchange their LIMEX through a digital asset exchange for

FABRIC.

Features of LIMEX

Technology Limestone Network closed loop virtual currency

Uses Holders of the LIMEX may exchange it for FABRIC token (based on

reference value 1 FABRIC = USD 0.01 with spread no more than 20%)

How to Acquire Vendors are allowed to exchange FABRIC received for LIMEX (based

on market value);

Apart from Vendors, all other parties may only obtain LIMEX from the

Token Sale or secondary trading on public exchanges that accept the

LIMEX token;

Value The LIMEX token value will be decided in the Token Sale, after which

the value may fluctuate due to its potential or value as perceived by

buyers and sellers; LIMEX token is not backed by any assets;

LIMEX token does not represent any ownership of the Limestone

Foundation and Limestone Network Platform;

The LIMEX token shall be divisible up to 8 decimal points;

Features of FABRIC

Technology Limestone Network closed loop virtual currency
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Uses Consumers: to pay for goods or services rendered within the city;

Vendors: receive FABRIC from consumers and exchange it for fiat

currency or LIMEX through a digital asset exchange;

How to Acquire FABRIC can be bought or exchanged through a digital asset exchange;

LIMEX can be exchanged for FABRIC through a digital asset exchange;

FABRIC can be earned by consumers if they fulfil certain actions;

Value Constant reference value of 1 FABRIC = USD 0.01 to avoid volatility on

currency meant for daily use;

Benefit to Consumer Paying of goods or services rendered in a hassle-free manner;

Paying for goods or services rendered whereby fraudulent actions can

be reversed;

Earn Fabric by fulfilling certain actions;

One virtual currency for any activity in the locale;

Benefit to Vendor Provide new revenue channel;

Exchange FABRIC received from Consumers by exchanging into fiat

currency (1 FABRIC = USD 0.01) or into LIMEX token (based on

market value of LIMEX:FABRIC) Fraudulent actions can be monitored

and identified;

Remarks FABRIC’s smallest value is USD 0.01 and is transferable between

consumers and vendors;

As a virtual currency, there is no limit to the FABRIC supply.

TOKEN ECONOMY FOR LIMEX AND FABRIC

Limestone Network is a blockchain technology platform that aims to build an infrastructure

ecosystem that allows both Vendors and Consumers to coexist correctly. In this manner,

stakeholders such as the government, real estate developers and facilities management service

providers can continue to focus on what they do best and allow Limestone Network to assist

them.

Limestone Network as an infrastructure system provides basic smart city functions and will

continue to add more features in accordance to the development plan. The participants in the

ecosystem include retail consumers, corporate executives, business owners, bankers, real estate

landlords, property managers and service providers. LIMEX will integrate property management,

retail malls, payments, financial services, advertising, transportation, parking, F&B,

entertainment and other distributed applications based on the blockchain technology, so as to

build an intelligent urban ecosystem, connecting cities’ resources to create a multi win

environment and shaping the future of smart city living, including but not limited to Digital

Profiles, Access to Facilities, Blockchain Wallets, User Profiling and Real Estate e-Contracts.
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LIMESTONE NETWORK ECOSYSTEM OVERVIEW

(Fig 1. Limestone Network Eco-System)

Payments are an important part of an equation in any society. Limestone Network plans to

develop blockchain wallet technology that allows payments to be made between consumers and

from consumers to vendors. Payments within Limestone Network are to be handled via the

FABRIC virtual currency. This currency must be exchanged by traditional shops offering top up

services or exchanged by holders of the LIMEX token.

Businesses owners who have received FABRIC will be able to use it within the zones of Limestone

Network (like in the city) or exchange their FABRIC with fiat currency through a digital asset

exchange.

The specific plan for the development of Limestone Network are described in the Development

Plan section that follows. At the same time, Limestone Network understands that progress shall

only be stifled if all features are only developed in-house. Hence Limestone Network is developing

3rd Party APIs for developers to build applications and add on to the infrastructure. These

external partners will bring new innovation and execution to ensure the best Smart City

implements are in place as an offering.

When governments, real estate developers or existing facilities management companies wish to

implement Limestone Network in their projects, we expect setup fees and ongoing pay-per-use

fees for integration with Limestone Network. These fees can only be paid by LIMEX token.

When businesses who are integrated into Limestone Network to receive FABRIC payments, setup

and pay-per-use fees shall also be levied which may only be paid by LIMEX token. When
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companies wish to integrate their product offerings into Limestone Network, the similar may be

expected as well.

Limestone Network envisions that the continual use of Limestone Network requires the

management team to design pricing strategies that aim at making Limestone Network a

self-sustaining blockchain project. And thus, payments made through the e-Wallet technology

shall also levy a transaction fee on FABRIC currency.

The design (Fig 1. Limestone Network Eco-System) calls for raison d’etre for both the LIMEX and

FABRIC tokens. Through this token economy, Limestone Network hopes to build a strong and fair

economy for businesses and integrators that will provide great goods and services for users of

the Limestone Network platform.

Due to LIMEX token reliance on blockchain technology, Limestone Network is exploring to allow

the mining for the transactions in LIMEX token to be publicly available. All mined transactions

shall result in mining rewards in LIMEX tokens which may be tendered on secondary trading on

public digital assets exchanges. Limestone Network also explores the need to design a burning

mechanism or a return to the treasury on the LIMEX tokens to manage the token economy

properly
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DEVELOPMENT PROGRESS AND PROJECT ROADMAP
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BEYOND 2020

● [September 2020] Limestone Network deployed in Boutique Hotel

● [December 2020] Limestone Network deployed in Service Apartment

● [December 2021] Limestone Network deployed 5 additional merchants

● [December 2022] Smart City fully constructed, Review of all pilot tests

● [March 2023] Limestone Network deployed in Smart City

● [June 2023] Review of all pilot tests, Fine Tuning of Technology

● [December 2023] Field Study of next potential city for deployment

● [June 2024] Limestone Network deployed in Smart City #2

● [December 2024] Review of all pilot tests, Fine Tuning of Technology

● [June 2025] Continuous lookout for city partners

THE PILOT PROJECT

100,000 POPULATION CITY CENTRE

Limestone Network will first be deployed in a city centre with up to 10,000 business tenants and 100,000

population, spanning across 20 hectares of work spaces, compassing shopping malls, schools, retail

outlets and housing the largest exhibition hall for business, it aims to be the financial hub, convention

centre and go to business place in the capital of Cambodia.

EARLY IMPLEMENTATION PARTNERS

As of June 2019, Limestone Network has partnered with Killiney (Cambodia), a traditional coffee and

toast breakfast originating from a Singapore heritage. Killiney is situated at level 1 of Lyve Inc Hotel which

is an executive lifestyle hotel situated in Phnom Penh.
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Following the success of the LIVE implementation at Killiney (Food and Beverage industry), Limestone

Network will continue to extend her beta rollout in a few other industries, including but not limited to:

A. Hospitality

B. Wellness

C. Industrial Park

D. Automotive

E. Data Centre

With the extended rollout, accumulated experience and product refinement from the early

implementation partners, Limestone Network’s will be poised to deploy the blockchain network in the 4

hectare smart city, that comprises of 3 office towers with a population of 10,000 working executives that

is due to complete and TOP at the end of 2022.
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POTENTIAL IMPLEMENTATION PARTNERS

MSQM Park
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Urban Data Centre
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Global Tech Exchange
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TECHNICAL ROLLOUT
As part of a gradual development during the phase 1 rollout, Limestone Network will first deploy LIMEX

within her ecosystem with the early implementation partners.

At phase 2, FABRIC (a closed loop digital currency) will be introduced to pair with LIMEX for the eventual

deployment.

As seen above, LIMEX has been integrated into the blockchain based Point of Sales system and is deployed

in Killiney Exchange since June 2019.

OPERATIONAL ROLLOUT
Limestone Network and Foundation is headquartered in Singapore. To undertake the operations such as

the exchanges of LIMEX/FABRIC/Fiat and to provide technical support, we are currently considering to

setup an offshore company in Phnom Penh, Cambodia to handle local requests for higher efficiency.

THE BEGINNING
After the implementation of Limestone Network on the above real estate developments in Phnom Penh,

Limestone Network’s accumulated experience will be poised for the next implementation. To transform

the next business city into one with smart capabilities.

The team has also started reviewing the next few potential cities for developments which includes but not

limited to:

1. Siam Reap, Cambodia

2. Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

3. Manila, Philippines

Limestone Network will also work with other developers across ASEAN and potentially outside of ASEAN

to bring the technology further, improving lives by making it them efficient, more secured and one that is

also inclusive.
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TOKEN ECONOMICS
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EXECUTIVE TEAM

EDDIE LEE, TECHNOLOGY PARTNER

Eddie started his technology solutions company in 1998 and exited the business after a successful

acquisition in 2014. During this short span of sixteen years, he was nominated as the most inspiring

entrepreneur by the Spirit of Enterprise Singapore.

After the acquisition, he co-founded a crowdlending company in 2014. The company expanded in 5

countries and raised more than USD 2 billion for Small Medium Businesses across Asia Pacific.

Being at the forefront of the Fintech scene, Eddie is often invited to speak at eminent Business Forums and

Fintech events across Asia. As an entrepreneur who built his fortune from scratch, he makes time for

Singapore’s top education institutes to support their educational and mentoring curriculum.

JEREMIAH LEE, SMART CITY PARTNER

The advancement of technology will play a key role in the disruption of the real estate industry. As an

early believer of technology, Jeremiah seeks to include the state of technology into all his real estate

projects to ensure readiness and adoption of the digital age.

Jeremiah wears many hats in the corporate arena. In addition to being the founder of My Square Metre Pte

Ltd, he is also the Managing Director of Kingsland Global Limited and Executive Director (Overseas) in

Kingsland Development Pte Ltd. In all these positions, Jeremiah plays a leadership role and hands-on role

ranging from land acquisition, branding position to project execution and management.

AMOS CHEN, ADVISORY PARTNER

He worked for Singapore and Taiwan real estate developers as the Taiwan Project Director and Deputy

General Manager of Continental Branch and possesses eight-year experience as the chief lecturer. The

network technology platform he founded in 2014 won the Top 100 Innovative Product Award of 2016

Information Monthly. He keeps being active in the financial technology sector and is proposed as the

board director of the Taiwan FinTech Association (TFTA). Moreover, he has been the columnist for Online

Media whose articles were published by the Taiwan Economic Research Institute and was interviewed by

Digital Times, United Daily News and Vision Magazine. Recently, he was also invited to share his successful

entrepreneurial journey and to inspire the younger generation in various universities' financial and

economic research institutes.

CHERLIN ONG, HEAD OF OPERATIONS

Beyond the slender and petite outlook is a tough and independent character. Ms Cherlin Ong is a living

example to the quote, “Never judge a book by its cover”.
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Cherlin started her executive journey, managing projects for a fast paced technology company in 2011.

With a consistent trait of outperforming the deliverables benchmark, she eventually strived her way up to

become the Operations Director within a short span of 3 years to manage a team of managers.

Having worked with the 2 startups previously, her 8 years of corporate work experience makes her a

competent individual. Energetic and well-liked by everyone, the people-oriented Cherlin is a joy to have in

the company. She possessed a degree in Marketing and the Media from Murdoch University, Perth.

She also enjoys audio books in personal development and indulge in outdoor activities such as roller

skating and jogging.

SEAN LIM, HEAD OF BUSINESS

Sean has a degree in Economics from the National University of Singapore and six years of experience in

the financial industry. He completed internships at ICAP and DBS Risk Management before starting his

career at Maybank Kim Eng Securities as an Equity Dealer, where he built up his expertise for more than

five years.

At Kim Eng Securities, Sean assists in structuring and reviewing clients’ equity and fixed income

portfolios. Other than providing his clients with fundamental and technical analysis, his strong

management in trading risks and market exposure resulted in zero client defaults. He manages

approximately SGD25million of Asset Under Management (AUM) for both retail and corporate clients

during his tenor at the brokerage.

RYAN M., TECHNOLOGY ARCHITECT

Arming more than 10 years of web development experiences, Ryan is the software architect of a

Singapore’s P2P lending platform. Prior to his stint at SeedIn Technology Singapore, Ryan holds the

position of Software Director for design and software development agency where he refined his expertise

in developing ERP softwares and led the development team with confidence and clear directions. Ryan,

who holds a degree in Computer Engineering.

DENNIS J., ARCHITECTURE AND SECURITY

With more than 10 years of experience in the field of IT Industry specifically in Software development and

Cyber security, Dennis is a Certified Ethical Hacker, OSCP, Certified Secured Developer form WhiteHat

Security and a Blockchain Foundation Developer. Previously, Dennis worked in the Philippines in small to

large firms as a Software Engineer and a Security Application Architect.

ALVIN HUNG, MARKETING DIRECTOR (TAIWAN)

With a background in macroeconomics, Alvin has a strong interest in the financial industry ranging from

FX margin, stocks trading and the capital market.

As a personal interest, he also likes to study and have participated in virtual currencies investment which

have also gave him first hand experience of the rise and fall of the virtual currencies market. Alvin

currently spearheads the engagement between the Taiwan community and Limestone Network.
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LIMESTONE TOKEN SALE

Token Type:

Utility

Blockchain:

ERC20

Total Tokens Supply:

2,000,000,000 LIMEX

Total Issuance Tokens:
350,000,000 LIMEX

Initial Exchange Offering (IEO)
Jun 2020 – Sep 2020

FUNDS ALLOCATION

Business and Technology Partnerships (55%)

This will include merchants acquisition, joint venture partnerships and joint collaborations on synergistic

business and technology initiatives that can achieve scale and growth. We also foresee that large amount

of funds will be used as float for the partners and merchants who adopts the technology.
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Operations (15%)

It is envisioned that Limestone Network will be made up of several LCECs within the same, and across

jurisdictions. Strategy and operations include all administrative, finance and operational functions

required to ensure successful alignment and execution of all projects and initiatives in the countries that

Limestone will operate in. This will include setting up of local management teams, resources and offices

where required.

Growth and Marketing (10%)

In the first 24 months, marketing efforts relating to product adoption, community engagement and brand

affiliation is anticipated to be more intense to prepare the headway for next phase of growth in the 3rd

year. Expenses include both domestic and international marketing, roadshows, conferences and events.

R&D, Project Implementation and Business Development (15%)

Technology innovation, development and implementation is the key to Limestone Network’s success. The

main R&D efforts will be applied to the area of blockchain, data analytics and AI. Project implementation

will include all tasks and resources needed to roll-out projects on the ground, which includes required

system integration

work, training and maintenance, etc. Business development will be important in identifying the

opportunities for technology enablement, as well as translating business requirements into the right

technology solutions.

Legal and Compliance (5%)

This will include all legal costs relating to external legal advice and documentation, as well as resources

expensed to set up internal governance and compliance standards and guidelines. Regional and

international expansion will also require relevant legal costs to be incurred to ensure adherence to local

laws and regulations.
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TOKEN ALLOCATION

Foundation (67.5%)

The Foundation will act as an escrow agent to hold the 67.5% of the LIMEX and the rest of the LIMEX that

are not distributed. LIMEX parked in the foundation is also reserved for continuous research and

development, future fundraising, marketing initiatives and market penetration in new countries globally.

Token Sales (17.5%)

A maximum of 350 million tokens will be issued for the token sales and will constitute 17.5% of total

LIMEX tokens generated.

Team & Advisory (15%)

This is allocated to the founding team & advisors with a vesting period of 2 years for the founding team

(i.e. 50% vested in the first year and the remaining 50% vested in the second year) and 6 months for

advisors. An option pool of up to 5% will be allocated for future team members, as we continually recruit

new talents to join the team.
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ANNEX A: GUIDE TO TOKEN SALE PARTICIPATION

Please read this disclaimer section carefully. If you are in any doubt as to the action you should take, you

should consult your legal, financial, tax or other professional advisors.

GENERAL

Any information provided in this white paper, is for general information purpose only, and governed by

the contents of this disclaimer. By using or relying on the Information and/or the Services, you agree in

full to all terms and conditions set out in this disclaimer (the “Terms and Conditions”). If you do not agree

in full, you should not use or rely on the Information or the Services in any way.

AS-IS

The Information is provided to you on an as-is basis, without warranties of any kind regarding its content.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

Limestone cannot be held responsible for any direct and/or indirect losses that occur as a result of the

aforementioned risks and/or other risks mentioned or other currently unforeseen risks. You expressly

acknowledge and agree that, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, the Terms and Conditions

apply to any and all damages or injuries whatsoever caused by or related to all risks connected to the

Information and the Services. Some of these limitations of liability may not apply to you because these are

not permitted by applicable law (in particular, where it concerns statutory rights connected to willful

misconduct or fraud on behalf of Limestone).

INVESTMENT RISKS

The above information or analysis does not constitute an investment decision. This document does not

constitute any investment proposal, investment intention or investment instigation. Please be aware that

there may be risks investing in LIMEX Tokens.

TOKEN RISKS

There is no prior market for Tokens and the Token Sale may not result in an active or liquid market for the

Tokens. Future sales of the Tokens could materially and adversely affect the market price of Tokens.

Negative publicity may materially and adversely affect the price of the Tokens. There is no assurance of

any success of the Company’s business platform or any future Token functionality. The market price of the

Tokens may fluctuate following the Token Sale. The private keys to the escrow wallet may be

compromised and the Crypto currencies may not be able to be disbursed. The Token may be influenced

by crypto currencies market trends and Token value may be severely depreciated due to non-PMA related

events in the crypto currencies markets.

CHANGES

The Terms and Conditions, as well as the Information in this white paper, may from time to time be

revised, updated or developed further. Such a revised version of the Terms and Conditions or

development of the Information shall apply from the date of publication.
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ANNEX B: ACCOLADES AND MEDIA MENTIONS

1. MEMBER OF TRIBE

Limestone Network is selected as one of the ten blockchain companies to be part of Tribe. Tribe is the first

blockchain accelerator backed by the Singapore government agency.
https://www.straitstimes.com/business/companies-markets/tribe-accelerator-chooses-�irst-batch-of-10-start-ups-for-blockchain

2. GLOBAL DEMO TOUR

Limestone Network showcased her blockchain solutions to venture capital, governments, innovation

centres and industry enthusiast across 4 cities Singapore, Shanghai, Seoul and San Francisco.

Demo Tour: Singapore - Held in Facebook
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Demo Tour: Shanghai, China - Held in Li & Fung’s Explorium

Demo Tour: Seoul, Korea - Held in Google Campus’ Office

Demo Tour: San Francisco, United States - Held in Orange’s Office
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3. NATIONAL RADIO (SINGAPORE), 89.3fm

Limestone was invited to share her blockchain initiative over 89.3 Money FM.

4. KHMER TIMES (CAMBODIA PAPERS)

Title: Experts say Phnom Penh developing as a smart city

Limestone is invited with the respective panel of experts across ranging from Architects, Governments,

Legal and the Technology vertical to share insights of their development in Phnom Penh.
https://www.khmertimeskh.com/50617648/experts-say-phnom-penh-developing-as-a-smart-city/

5. E27.COM

Title: Limestone Network aims to transform Phnom Penh into a blockchain-enabled smart city
https://e27.co/limestone-network-in-process-of-transforming-phnom-penh-into-a-blockchain-enabled-smart-city-20190522/
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6. XINHUA NET / XINHUA FINANCE / SINA FINANCE / EASTMONEY.COM

Title: 新加坡区块链行业发展较快 部分产品前景良好
http://www.xinhuanet.com/fortune/2019-07/30/c_1210221799.htm
http://�intech.xinhua08.com/a/20190730/1872688.shtml
https://cj.sina.com.cn/articles/view/2810373291/a782e4ab02001820h
https://emwap.eastmoney.com/news/info/detail/201907301192182254

7. SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST

Title: Forget bitcoin, this Singapore firm is using blockchain tech to build a smart city
https://www.scmp.com/week-asia/society/article/3021867/forget-bitcoin-singapore-�irm-using-blockchain-tech-build-smart

8. COINTELEGRAPH

Title: New Blockchain-Based Smart City Project Planned for Cambodian Capital
https://cointelegraph.com/news/new-blockchain-based-smart-city-project-planned-for-cambodian-capital
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